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Abstract
Octopus arms house 200–300 independently controlled suckers that can alternately afford an
octopus fine manipulation of small objects and produce high adhesion forces on virtually any
non-porous surface. Octopuses use their suckers to grasp, rotate and reposition soft objects
(e.g., octopus eggs) without damaging them and to provide strong, reversible adhesion forces
to anchor the octopus to hard substrates (e.g., rock) during wave surge. The biological ‘design’
of the sucker system is understood to be divided anatomically into three functional groups: the
infundibulum that produces a surface seal that conforms to arbitrary surface geometry; the
acetabulum that generates negative pressures for adhesion; and the extrinsic muscles that allow
adhered surfaces to be rotated relative to the arm. The effector underlying these abilities is the
muscular hydrostat. Guided by sensory input, the thousands of muscle fibers within the
muscular hydrostats of the sucker act in coordination to provide stiffness or force when and
where needed. The mechanical malleability of octopus suckers, the interdigitated arrangement
of their muscle fibers and the flexible interconnections of its parts make direct studies of their
control challenging. We developed a dynamic simulator (ABSAMS) that models the general
functioning of muscular hydrostat systems built from assemblies of biologically constrained
muscular hydrostat models. We report here on simulation studies of octopus-inspired and
artificial suckers implemented in this system. These simulations reproduce aspects of octopus
sucker performance and squid tentacle extension. Simulations run with these models using
parameters from man-made actuators and materials can serve as tools for designing soft
robotic implementations of man-made artificial suckers and soft manipulators.

(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)

1. Background

Cephalopod mollusks (nautiluses, cuttlefishes, squids and
octopuses) are soft bodied organisms that manipulate objects
in their environment with a sophistication that is comparable
to that of higher vertebrates (Hanlon and Messenger 1996).
Octopuses, for example, can open jar lids to capture crabs
inside transparent bottles (Fiorito et al 1990) and arrange

1 Present address: Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering,
California State University, Sacramento, CA, USA.

stones and seashells to enhance the protective value of den
entrances (Mather 1994). The parts of cephalopod bodies
that effect manipulations are built, surprisingly, without hard
parts. In contrast to arthropods with an exoskeleton and
vertebrates with an internal skeleton upon which muscles
work, cephalopod bodies are composed almost entirely
of muscle and flexible connective tissue (Kier and Smith
1985).

The general biomechanical principles for this class of
actuation in cephalopods are well understood (Kier and
Smith 1985). Muscular hydrostats (MH) (Kier 1988) are
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Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the major components of an octopus sucker. This figure represents a vertical cross-section through the
middle axis of the radially symmetric structure. Interior lumens are shown in medium gray, the arm in light gray, structural elements of the
sucker in darker grays. In the octopus sucker extrinsic muscles run between sphincter and arm connective tissue in a continuous, conical
sheet; in this diagram only three extrinsic muscles are shown to illustrate the connectivity. Typical octopus sucker diameters (across the
acetabulum) range from just under a millimeter at the tips of the arms of pacific giant octopuses to over 8 cm toward the base of Pacific
Giant Octopus arms (see Voight (1993) for the range of octopus sucker parameters).

constituted of muscle fibers, cellular organelles and interstitial
fluid that are within enclosed compartments and therefore
subject to a constant volume constraint. The enclosed muscle
fibers are not all arranged in parallel as seen in arthropod
and vertebrate skeletal muscle; rather the muscle mass can
possess interdigitated fibers at several, often perpendicular,
orientations. A contraction of the enclosed muscle fibers
in one direction must produce an expansion of the muscular
hydrostat in another in order to satisfy the constant volume
constraint. Thus, activated groups of muscle fibers at one
orientation can act as antagonists to muscle fibers arranged
at other orientations and result in a change in the muscular
hydrostat’s shape. The muscular hydrostat is conceptualized
as a bounded continuum of fluid (since the components have
a density that is comparable to water) with the capability to
reshape itself arbitrarily through the selective contraction of
subsets of the muscle fibers contained within. As Kier and
Smith (1985) pointed out, this is distinct from the hydraulic
mechanisms of hydrostatic skeletal systems such as those in
sea stars. In hydrostatic skeletal systems fluid moves from
one compartment to another under pressure produced from
force generating elements that lie outside the compartments.
The result is stiffening throughout the structure which can
be likened to human engineered pneumatic and hydraulic
actuators. Because muscular hydrostats consist of a single
compartment containing muscle rather than free-flowing fluid,
local contractions of muscle fibers inside muscular hydrostats
produce local stiffening of the hydrostat and local force
generation. Thus, in contrast to a hydrostatic skeleton, the
muscular hydrostat contains both active stiffening and force
generating elements capable of localized action (for review
see Kier and Smith (1985)).

Not surprisingly, cephalopod muscular hydrostat systems
led several robotics researchers interested in ‘continuum
robotics’ (soft robots) to study muscular hydrostat systems
like the octopus arm or elephant trunk for design insights

and operational principles (Walker 2000, Hannan and Walker
2003, Walker et al 2006, Robinson and Davies 1999).
Cephalopod muscular hydrostat systems are distinct from
natural and man-made hydraulic or pneumatic systems in
which fluid from one enclosed region is induced by pressure
to move, deflate or inflate a distant region. Numerous
units without the need for long fluid-supply lines offer the
potential for great local flexibility. They are also examples
of hyperredundant systems, systems with excessive degrees
of freedom. These are desirable in robotics systems for their
properties of graceful degradation2 of function with damage
and ability to operate in cluttered environments (Walker et al
2006).

Octopus suckers are unique manipulation devices and may
be the most structurally complex organ to which cephalopod
muscular hydrostats have been applied. Octopus suckers are
radially symmetric structures suspended from the oral surface
of the octopus arm that incompletely enclose a volume of
ambient fluid; seawater for an octopus in the ocean or air
for an out-of-water octopus. It is the ambient fluid medium
that the sucker acts upon to reversibly attach an object to the
octopus arm or the octopus arm to a surface. The mechanisms
by which they facilitate grasping in octopus have been inferred
from anatomy (Kier and Smith 2002) and their force generation
capabilities have been studied in the laboratory (Smith 1996).
The three functional components are referred to as the
acetabulum, infundibulum and extrinsic muscles (figure 1).
The muscular hydrostat elements in the infindibulum reshape
the sucker rim to conform to the exterior surface. Once
a seal is formed the acetabulum produces negative pressure

2 Graceful degradation is a property of systems with multiple redundancies,
such as the systems of muscular hydrostat units described here. In such
systems the failure of a subset of components leads to gradual decrease in
performance rather than system failure. This is in contrast to ‘brittle’ systems
in which the loss of one component leads to the total performance failure of
the system.
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(and therefore adhesion force) by reshaping itself to virtually3

expand the small, enclosed fluid volume. The fluids enclosed
in the acetabulum and infundibulum communicate through a
narrow muscular sphincter, so the fluid in the infundibulum,
when the sucker is unattached, is continuous with the ambient
fluid. With the surface held, the extrinsic muscles are arranged
so that they may act in antagonistic pairs to rotate the surface
relative to the arm. In water, these three major anatomical
components and associated connective tissue act to control
fluid within the lumen to produce up to 2 atmospheres of
pressure relative to ambient and enormous adhesive force (Kier
and Smith 2002).

Three published computer models that describe the
dynamics of cephalopod appendages take different approaches
to modeling muscular hydrostat systems. Gutfreund et al
(1996) quantitatively studied the reaching movements of the
octopus arm upon which Yekutieli et al (2005) formulated an
elegant, biologically constrained model, which used dynamic
stiffness control as the means of muscular hydrostat action.
Individual muscle fibers or functional groups of muscle fibers
were not represented in this model; rather cross-sections
of the arm were modeled as point masses connected by
springs. A finite element formalization of this type of
continuum approach to modeling muscular hydrostat systems
was developed by Liang et al (2006), which introduced a
richer diversity of component shapes in a computationally
convenient environment. This latter model was validated, as
was the modeling system presented here, based on quantitative
data on the squid tentacle extension rather than octopus arm
movements. In the limit, an infinite number of sections would
form a continuum that quantitatively captures biologically
observed reach in the octopus as a mechanism of arm extension
as stiffening waves initiated at the arm base and propagating
down its length toward the tip. Van Leeuwen and Kier
(1997) using an approach similar to that we present here,
modeled explicit, idealized, muscular hydrostat elements, that
they called ‘disks’, in a one-dimensional array to capture the
dynamics of squid tentacle extension. In this model, the
action of muscle fibers within the disks was modeled by
contraction in a single direction to extend the tentacle in a
perpendicular direction. This model succeeded in explaining
the functional consequences of muscle biochemistry for
aggregates of fast specialized muscle fibers contained in the
squid by quantitatively reproducing the dynamics of tentacle
extension.

A feature of cephalopod muscular hydrostats that is
implicitly captured in these models is that not all of the
muscle fibers, even those arranged in parallel are necessarily
activated at one time. We capture this aspect explicitly in our
modeling system. The motor neurons that activate muscle
fibers within a muscular hydrostat can activate subsets of
these muscle fibers for differential control. In our modeling
of biological muscular hydrostat systems we use a concept

3 We use the word ‘virtually’ here because the actual volume change observed
in octopus suckers is so small as to be negligible. The high bulk modulus
of water requires a tremendous application of force by the sucker walls to
produce a volume change. The net result is high negative pressure without
visible change in the lumen volume of the acetabulum. See Smith (1996) for
detailed discussion.

from neurobiology to introduce the concept of the muscular
hydrostat unit (MHU). In the late 19th century, Sherrington
introduced the term motor unit to refer to the motor neuron
in the spinal cord [in vertebrates] and the population of
muscle fibers that it inervates (Kandel et al (1991), p 15).
The arrangement of nerve fibers and neuromuscular junctions
inside cephalopod muscular hydrostats, and the observed
local action of muscle fibers contained within the muscular
hydrostats of live cephalopods indicates the existence of a
parallel basic physiological unit. In this paper we use the
term muscular hydrostat motor unit, when we wish to refer
that subset of muscle fibers within a cephalopod muscular
hydrostat that is activated by one motor neuron. Today we
do not know whether the vertebrate principle of each muscle
fiber being controlled by a single motor neuron applies in
cephalopods so we apply the motor unit concept loosely in
the modeling results reported here. We use the term muscular
hydrostat unit (MHU) in this paper to refer to those units
that are simultaneously activated within a muscular hydrostat
model through a single activating command. The muscular
hydrostat unit, in the simulations presented here is not a one-
to-one model of a muscular hydrostat motor unit. Rather, they
represent the hypothesized actions of functional groupings
of muscular hydrostat motor units. This approach is useful
in modeling muscular hydrostat systems by allowing us to
explicitly represent the activation of antagonistic subsets of
muscle fibers within a muscular hydrostat.

In our modeling approach, geometry changes in one
muscular hydrostat unit can cause the displacement in adjacent
muscular hydrostat units to which it is mechanically attached
or with which it collides. Changes in multiple muscular
hydrostat units can reshape an entire anatomical structure:
a bend in an octopus arm can be produced by lengthening the
muscular hydrostat units on the surface of the arm exterior
to the bend and a shortening (perpendicular contraction) of
those on the interior (Kier 1988). The muscular hydrostat
units in a cephalopod appendage are attached with connective
tissue, the stiffness of which is varied from location to location,
limiting the degrees of freedom in the motions of assemblies
of muscular hydrostat units. Thus, connective tissue can be
thought to channel the geometry changes in the appendage as a
whole. This is particularly relevant to the modeling of suckers
as will be seen below.

In continuum models of cephalopod muscular hydrostat
systems that aim, such as those described above, to capture
aspects of cephalopod arm motion, the aggregate motion of
the larger structure is the goal, the action at the boundaries
between the individual muscle fibers and the local geometry of
force generation are not explicitly modeled. In octopus suckers
the arrangements of muscle fibers and connective tissues are
spatially complex. Further, the anatomical structure of the
sucker suggests that several parts (such as the infundibulum
and the acetabulum) act as independent muscular hydrostats.
In this situation, where muscular hydrostat units and
connective tissues are arranged in a multitude of oblique
orientations, the interactions at the boundaries of the functional
groups are likely to be important and a discrete, rather than
continuum model, that captures some of these anatomical
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structures may be more appropriate. It will certainly yield
different insights and provide complementary information.
This is particularly true if small numbers of units that
do not approach the continuum limit are to be employed
for computational tractability (i.e., our functional approach
to modeling muscular hydrostat motor units as muscular
hydrostat units). The discrete approach also has the advantage
that the parts are in one-to-one correspondence with parts that
may be fabricated for a robot implementation: the simulation
becomes the blueprint.

In our approach, we have modeled a collection of
discrete interacting muscular hydrostat units similar to those
modeled by Van Leeuwen and Kier (1997). In the modeling
environment we report on here we use standard techniques
from computational geometry to extend this 1D discrete
approach to allow 3D arrangements of functional muscular
hydrostat units in space with arbitrary sizes, positions and
orientations. We also explicitly model the properties of
connective tissue in 3D space to constrain the collective actions
of the muscular hydrostat units as they are constrained in
biological systems. A core aim of this software system
is to serve as both a test-bed for studying the control of
muscular hydrostat unit systems and as a prototyping system
for designing robot implementations composed of artificial
actuators that emulate the desirable properties of muscular
hydrostat units.

2. Approach

We began our development of muscular hydrostat unit-
inspired sucker robots with the development of a computer
software package: the Artificial and Biological Soft Actuator
Manipulator Simulator (ABSAMS). The simulator models
individual muscular hydrostat units as objects that can change
shape by shortening along one dimension while maintaining
constant volume. This shortening is modeled, as detailed
below, as an application of force along one dimension. Though
ABSAMS supports other shapes, for the simulations reported
here the units are all cylinders that maintain cylindrical
geometry when a forcing function is applied. Thus in a
cylindrical ABSAMS MHU, a contraction along the radius
produces increase in length and vice versa.

The active shortening of one dimension in cephalopod
muscular hydrostats is the only forcing function for geometry
change because muscle fibers only produce force through
contraction. When the neuron that activates a muscular
hydrostat motor unit fibers, it produces a local shortening that
produces a tension in the surrounding tissue. When that neuron
stops firing the muscle fiber within it no longer supplies an
active force to hold the shorter length and the passive stiffness
of the surrounding muscle and connective tissue re-lengthens
the muscular hydrostat motor unit to equilibrate the tension
in the tissue. This is a relatively slow process, compared
with muscular contraction. This is captured in ABSAMS (see
below) as well as the faster process of activation of antagonistic
muscular hydrostat units. Within a single muscular hydrostat,
multiple sets of non-parallel muscle fibers that can produce
antagonistic forces also result in a restorative shape change.

For example, within a cylindrical muscular hydrostat two
muscular hydrostat units may produce antagonistic shortening
if one is oriented along the radius and the other along the length
of the cylinder—two muscular hydrostat units within each
cylinder act in opposition. The activation of the antagonists
in the model could be used, as it is in vertebrate systems, to
quickly return the system to a position suitable for initiating a
sucker adhesion cycle.

However, for the modeling described in this paper neither
the use of antagonists nor the passive return was central to the
results obtained. We implemented, in broad outline, the
mechanism of sucker adhesion described by Kier and Smith
(2002). Since Kier and Smith’s proposed mechanism was
based on anatomical considerations the modeling studies
reported here become a means of studying dynamics of their
mechanism. Our arrangement of muscular hydrostat units
in the model (detailed below) produced sucker attachment
with a sequence of MHU activations that followed the broad
outline Kier and Smith described without involving antagonist
muscle units. Further, the production of adhesion did not
require the inactivation of activated units; units once activated
remained activated while adhesion was maintained. Thus, the
modeling results presented here result from a relatively simple
control mechanism for a manipulator with a complex physical
structure.

We made two simplifying assumptions in the
implementation of the muscular hydrostat units that differ from
the known physiology. Our muscle fibers produce a constant
force (tension) at all lengths where real muscle fibers are
well known to possess ‘j-shaped’ force–length relationships.
Similarly, the resistance of our model muscular hydrostat
units to deformation is also linear whereas in real muscles
the relationship is nonlinear. We used values for these
constants that were derived from the literature and scaled
them appropriately for the sizes of our muscular hydrostat
units. These assumptions mean that the dynamics of response
in our muscular hydrostat units will differ in detail, but
probably not in aggregate, from biological muscle. These
features could have been included in the model (and may
be in future ABSAMS implementations) but we decided that
the analysis of sucker model dynamics and translation to
robot implementation would be simplified with these linear
assumptions.

Groups of muscular hydrostat motor units in cephalopods
are held together by fibrous connective tissues that serve to
channel and restrict the actions of the muscular hydrostat
units. The simulated muscular hydrostat elements (cylinders)
are connected by simulated connective tissues (combinations
of linear springs and dampers) attached to arbitrary points
on pairs of muscular hydrostat elements. We call spring
attachment-points nodes. Nodes are fixed points on the
surfaces or fixed points inside muscular hydrostat units
that maintain proportional distances from the center of the
muscular hydrostat unit as the muscular hydrostat unit changes
shape. Nodes translate through space with the motions of the
muscular hydrostat units to which they are attached4. Nodes

4 Nodes may also be ‘anchor nodes’ which are not fixed to points on MHUS
but rather are fixed to specific points in the simulation space. Such nodes are
immovable and are used to anchor the simulated assembly in space.
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Table 1. Some constants used to constrain the simulations.

Quantity Value Reference

Cephalopod muscle force/unit area 600 000 N m−2 Kier and Curtin (2002)
Cephalopod muscle density 1000 kg m−3 Kier and Curtin (2002)
Collagen damping 10 N s m−1 Determined in the simulation
Rubber damping 10 N s m−1 Determined in the simulation
Connective tissue stiffnessa 7.0 × 106 N m−1 Faulkner et al (1968)
Rubber stiffness 7.0 × 106 N m−1 Weast (1976)
Bulk modulus of water 2.35 × 109 Pa Weast (1976)
Passive muscle stiffnessb 900 000 N m−2 Kier and Curtin (2002, figure 6)
Radial muscle stiffness 5.0 × 104 N m−1 Calculated from passive muscle stiffness
Longitudinal muscle stiffness 1.23 × 104 N m−1 Calculated from passive muscle stiffness
Muscle damping 1200 N Determined in the simulation

a In the biological literature stiffness is expressed as Young’s modulus with units of N m−2. ABSAMS
represents connective tissue and muscle action in one-dimensional, point-to-point links. For this
reason the stiffness used in the simulation is linear stiffness in the sense of Hooke’s law for springs.
b Kier and Curtin report the passive stiffness of squid arm muscle bundles as 1.5 times the peak
twitch they observed in their studies. We have used this factor and their reported twitch to calculate
the 900 000 N m−2 we used in the simulations. Radial and longitudinal muscle stiffness, listed below,
were calculated from this value as a one-dimensional stiffness based on the geometry of a simulation
MHU. The values calculated for a nominal cylindrical MHU with a radius of 1 cm and a length of
2 cm were used throughout the simulation.

may connect to any number of springs but springs only connect
two nodes and we place no limit on the number of nodes that
can be attached to a given muscular hydrostat unit.

When two nodes are pulled apart, the spring connecting
them acts to resist movement following a simple one-
dimensional (Hookeian) proportional stiffness. This resistive
force is applied to the muscular hydrostat units at the point
of attachment. The force is applied at the node in a direction
that is parallel to the line connecting the two nodes in space.
A system of muscular hydrostat units, springs and nodes
constitutes a muscular hydrostat unit ‘assembly’ that might
represent a single muscular hydrostat or a set of attached
muscular hydrostats.

Shape changes in one muscular hydrostat unit can produce
translations in adjacent muscular hydrostat units by collision
and by force transmission between muscular hydrostat units
connected by springs. Thus, as in biological muscular
hydrostats, the action of a single muscular hydrostat unit
in ABSAMS can potentially reshape the entire assembly.
Coordinated action of many muscular hydrostat units can
produce reshaping of the entire structure subject to the
muscular hydrostat unit constant volume and connective tissue
(spring) constraints. The ABSAMS simulation system, with
appropriate parameters and assembly geometry is thus a tool
to explore various types of muscular hydrostat unit assemblies,
such as the sucker modeled here.

Control over a muscular hydrostat unit assembly is exerted
through commands to individual muscular hydrostat units
(i.e., the motor unit concept). Each muscular hydrostat unit
command directs the contraction along one dimension in a
single cylinder. This is consistent with biological muscular
hydrostat units in which muscle fibers run only in one
direction5. Each can be independently activated by an input in

5 In the ABSAMS environment separate commands can be delivered to
the perpendicular fibers within the MHU. This was not necessary for the
simulations reported here and all commanded MHU activations were along a
single dimension.

the interval [0, 1]. A value of 1 indicates maximal activation.
The ability of cephalopod muscular hydrostat units to produce
graded force and transformation is captured by using a variety
of values in this range; however, for the simulation results
reported here only binary activations (i.e., 0 or 1) were used
for simplicity.

The ABSAMS simulations we report were well
constrained to material properties and only two damping
parameters were estimated. Forces of gravity and buoyancy
are explicitly included to act on each muscular hydrostat unit.
Forces arising from collisions between muscular hydrostat
units in dynamic simulation were resolved according to
Newtonian mechanics using the SOLID software package (Van
Den Bergen 2004). The physical constants for the properties
of the springs and muscular hydrostat units were taken from
published literature values. The more obscure ones are listed
in table 1. Since measures of damping at the fine tissue level
were not available from the literature these were determined
empirically from the model to produce smooth dynamics free
from oscillations. (This issue will be treated in detail in the
discussion.)

Finally, the simulation environment is an interactive tool
that uses the Open-GL software library (Shreiner 2000) to
render the progression of muscular hydrostat unit assembly
states in 3D graphics. A graphical user interface makes
it possible to adjust parameters, insert, delete or reposition
muscular hydrostat units, add, delete or reconnect springs. It
also includes visualization tools that examine the graphical
representation of the state of the muscular hydrostat unit
assembly using zoom, rotate, pan and tilt, and interrogate the
state of a given muscular hydrostat unit. These tools proved
quite valuable in analyzing and refining assembly designs.

2.1. Validation of the model system

2.1.1. Individual MHUs. We used the ABSAMS system
to construct and control single muscular hydrostat cylinders
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in isolation (i.e., without connecting them to other muscular
hydrostat cylinders). Such single unit ‘assemblies’ permitted
us to evaluate the reasonableness of the dynamics in the
basic simulation component free from the complications of
a full assembly of muscular hydrostat units. We instantiated
these single muscular hydrostat cylinders at over a range
of biologically reasonable sizes: from lengths and widths
less than one millimeter to several centimeters. We then
activated them and recorded the time to 99% asymptotic
size change. The range of values obtained varied from 100
to 1500 ms. This range reasonably matches the range of
values for contraction times observed in cephalopod muscle.
We note that these dynamics emerged from model MHUs
that were constrained by measured biological constants and
derived from first-principles. We interpret this to mean that
the model muscular hydrostat units provide a reasonable first
approximation of cephalopod muscular hydrostat motor unit
dynamics in situ. The further implication of this is that the
shape changes in the model MHUs reasonably match those of
their biological analogs. This is particularly important because
it indicates that the simplifying assumptions about muscle
stiffness and connective tissue (spring) stiffness discussed
above did not produce reshaping dynamics that were on an
inappropriate scale. More detailed modeling will undoubtedly
produce differences, potentially important differences, in
performance detail but for the time being we believe we have a
reasonable first approximation.

2.1.2. Assemblies of MHUs. The numerous parts and
complexity of the sucker muscle geometry make collection
of quantitative performance data on the action of individual
muscular hydrostat motor units in situ exceedingly difficult,
if not impossible. No quantitative data are available today.
As an alternative to direct measurement in suckers we turned
to a simpler muscular hydrostat unit system for validation of
our assembly approach. Squid tentacle extension for prey
capture is a well-studied behavior that has been described
kinematically with high-speed video (Kier and Van Leeuwen
1997) and modeled quantitatively (Van Leeuwen and Kier
1997). We modeled the squid tentacle an assembly of 13
cylindrical muscular hydrostat units oriented with their long
axes along a single line and connected end to end with springs.
Squid tentacles’ rapid response depends on a specialized fast
muscle fiber so the muscle force-generation properties were
adjusted in these simulations from octopus to squid tentacle
muscle fiber (Kier and Curtin 2002). The velocity profiles
of our activated assemblies agree quantitatively with both the
squid kinematics and the previous modeling effort. We take
this as evidence that ABSAMS is able to model the dynamics
of cephalopod muscular hydrostat unit systems to a reasonable
first approximation.

2.2. The sucker model

2.2.1. Components of the model sucker assembly. The
first implementation consisted of a 1 cm diameter octopus
sucker. This is on the large size of typical suckers, which
range from less than 1 mm in pygmy octopuses (Octopus
bocki Adam, 1941 or Octopus wolfi Wülker, 1913) to about

(A) (B)

(C)

Figure 2. ABSAMS simulated artificial sucker design. (A) Side
view of the sucker in its inactive, resting state, with parts labeled.
(B) Bottom view of the sucker from the perspective of looking into
the lumen. The arm lies behind the sucker in this view. (C) Side
view of the infundibulum flared out for seal formation. The wall
elements and rim elements are lengthened and the sphincter
elements are shortened relative to (A). Springs are not shown to
reduce image clutter. Some parts are obscured in this view. See the
text for a complete list of components.

8 cm in Pacific Giant octopus (Enterooctopus dolflini Wülker,
1910). The model was composed of 39 MHUs, 139 nodes and
76 springs. These component parts represent a compromise
between biological realism and computational tractability.
Each of the 139 MHUs implemented represents functional
assemblies (as described above) of muscular hydrostat motor
units in the octopus sucker. In the biological system there
are more actual muscular hydrostat motor units than we have
represented. We have summarized them by representing in
single muscular hydrostat units groups of muscular hydrostat
motor units that are thought to work together in realizing sucker
adhesion, manipulation and release of attached surfaces.
The springs and nodes model, to a first approximation, the
geometry of the connective tissues that constrain muscular
hydrostat unit action within the sucker. A more detailed
model might lead to greater biological validity but would
certainly lead to a computationally more cumbersome model
with possibly limited additional insight into the function of
artificial or biological suckers. We refer the parts of the model
sucker for their biological analogs: acetabulum, infundibulum
and extrinsic muscles (figure 2). We describe the resting,
inactivated state of the assembly in the paragraphs that follow.

The infundibulum was modeled using 12 MHUs. Six
cylindrical MHUs were arranged in a hexagon with their
long axes parallel. A volume enclosed within these six
constitutes the lumen of the infundibulum through which
pressure generated in the acetabulum could be transmitted to
the contacted surface. A rim was constructed of six smaller
MHUs arranged in a ring with their radial axes parallel.
This rim was attached to ends of the MHUs that formed the
wall. Both were controlled by radial contractions. A radial
contraction of the rim MHUs flares out the infundibulum;
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a motion produced in octopus suckers though realized with a
somewhat different, more complex mechanism involving more
antagonistic MHU groups. A radial contraction of the other
six MHUs would cause them to lengthen and thereby extend
the infundibulum away from the sucker and toward a surface.

A second ring of six MHUs above the infundibulum
modeled the sphincter that lies between the infundibulum and
acetabulum. These were arranged parallel to the rim MHUs
and connected to the infundibular wall MHUs in the same
fashion as the rim. (The infundibular wall was sandwiched
between these two rings of perpendicularly arranged MHUs.)
Contraction along the length of these units closes the sphincter
ring and pulls the MHUs of the infundibulum wall together.
This stiffening stabilizes the structure for the wall. Our earlier
models of the sucker, constructed without this structure and
dynamic control, were unstable. This is a consistent modeling
result that deepens our understanding of the biological function
of the sphincter itself. In addition, through an opposing action
to the rim muscular hydrostat units, this ring of MHUs aids in
flaring the infundibulum outward in seal formation.

The acetabulum was modeled as seven MHUs. Six are
arranged like those of the infundibulum, and are passive
elements. The seventh, large, MHU is referred to as the
acetabular cap that caps the upper ends wall ends and encloses
the interior volume. This unit is oriented with its long axis
parallel to the wall units. Contraction along its length causes
a large radial expansion that pulls the wall units away from
the central axis of the sucker. The activated sphincter below
anchors the lower ends of wall units to the middle axis of the
sucker and provides dynamic mechanical stability. This action
increases the interior volume of the acetabulum in octopus
suckers and generates the negative pressure for adhesion.

Six MHUs model the extrinsic muscles that connect
anchor points above with the sphincter. Contractions of these
units along the length, excited as antagonistic pairs, can rotate
the entire structure and translate attached surfaces through
space. We also experimented with an extrinsic cap above
the acetabular cap that models a diffuse mass of muscle and
connective tissue that lies between the sucker and the arm of the
octopus. Initial ABSAMS models, implemented with earlier
sucker designs that lacked this extrinsic cap could not match
the extension found in real octopus suckers. These earlier
models relied on the ability of the infundibulum to expand in
order to reach toward the surface to be attached. This was
not found to be adequate and review of the sucker anatomy
and observation of videos of octopus suckers in the process
of adhesion suggested that an extension of the extrinsic cap
might be a solution. Thus, the exploration with these models
indicated a limitation of current thinking about sucker function
and supplied evidence for a mechanism by which part of that
sucker function is realized.

The remaining muscular hydrostat units, nodes and
springs served anchoring functions to fix the model sucker
in space in a manner analogous to it being anchored to the
octopus arm.

2.2.2. Control of the sucker model in a grasping task.
Twenty-five of the thirty-nine muscular hydrostat units in the

sucker model were activated to reshape the sucker assembly
in the grasping simulations. These were divided into three
functional groups that respectively implemented the operations
of seal formation, adhesion generation and manipulation. The
first group consisted of the six muscular hydrostat units in
the infundibulum wall, the six on the sucker rim and the
six that constituted the sphincter and functioned to produce
seal formation. The second group consisted of the single
large muscular hydrostat unit on the acetabulum cap and was
used for generation of adhesion force. The final group was
the six extrinsic muscles use for manipulation of the adhered
surface. To realize the sucker adhesion each of these groups
(infundibulum, sphincter and acetabulum cap) is activated
sequentially and implemented with a separate feedback control
circuit and sensors. Figure 3 summarizes the implemented
control scheme in a finite state acceptor (FSA) diagram.

Seal formation is realized by the simultaneous extension
of the six infundibular wall muscular hydrostat units, the
narrowing of the six sphincter muscle ring muscular hydrostat
units and expansion of the six sucker ring muscular hydrostat
units. The narrowing of the sphincter combined with the
expansion of the rim causes the sucker infundibulum to flare
out (figure 3) and the lengthening of the wall muscular
hydrostat units extends the infundibulum to contact any surface
below and close to the sucker. The narrowing of the sphincter
also provides mechanical support for the entire structure;
tightening linkages between the muscular hydrostat units in
upper infundibulum and lower acetabulum. The expansion of
the infundibulum is under local feedback control in that it is
inhibited by contact sensors of the sucker rim with an external
surface. When all six rim muscular hydrostat units are in
contact a seal is assumed to be formed and commands are
sent to the acetabulum cap muscular hydrostat unit to realize
attachment.

Following the initial activation of these units the sphincter
and rim rings reach asymptotic shape more quickly than the
larger wall muscular hydrostat units leaving the wall muscles
to continue to expand outward from the acetabulum. In the
model this quicker arrival at asymptote results from the fact that
the smaller units, while employing the same force–velocity
relation as large units (constrained to measured cephalopod
muscle properties, Kier and Curtin (2002)), act on a smaller
mass. We ran these simulations to take advantage of these
features but in fact, much finer control is possible with this
system. For example, lower levels of activation of smaller
muscular hydrostat units could be applied to smaller muscular
hydrostat units designed to allow them to arrive at asymptote
at the same time or even after the larger muscular hydrostat
units. These issues of control are of fundamental interest in
understanding muscular hydrostat systems and can be explored
in ABSAMs.

Once seal formation is signaled by the six rim units the
sucker control system proceeds to generate negative pressure,
relative to ambient, to attach the surface to the sucker. This
is accomplished in the simulation, as it is in the octopus
sucker, by an expansion of the volume within the lumen of
the acetabulum. In the model a command to the acetabular
cap muscular hydrostat unit causes its diameter to expand.
Because this unit is attached to all six acetabulum wall
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Figure 3. FSA diagram of the control scheme for the ABSAMS sucker. The main progression of the sucker control cycle appears in dark
arrows. Longer periods requiring feedback control are indicated in light gray dashed arrows. The ‘ready’ state is the one in which the
system has relaxed to its resting state. See the text for explanation of the states and transitions.

muscular hydrostat units the six muscular hydrostat units move
with it. As the acetabular cap unit expands the upper ends of
the wall are pulled away from the center of the sucker. At the
lower end of the acetabulum the sphincter anchors the lower
ends of the six acetabular wall units. The result is a net increase
in the internal volume of the acetabulum.

We use this volume change to calculate the negative
pressure within the lumen that this movement of the
wall produces. We calculate this volume change, and
the associated pressure change, by standard computational
geometry techniques of Votoroni tessellation and Delauny
volume calculation (O’Rourke 2005, Laszlo 1996). The
acetabulum and the infundibulum are connected through the
sphincter so we use the combined volume of both. We assume a
minimum energy surface ‘skin’ covers the interior lumen that
connects points on the interior muscular hydrostat unit wall
surfaces. This inward pressure is applied to each muscular
hydrostat unit that lines the lumen as a force normal to and
proportional to its surface exposed to the lumen fluid. The
same technique is used to calculate the force exerted on the
attached object surface, which is the attachment force that
pulls the object to the sucker rim with a force equal to that
exerted by the pressure differential between the sucker lumen
and the ambient fluid.

The maximum possible expansion of the acetabulum is
limited by negative feedback control from the lumen pressure.
Smith (1991) demonstrated that octopus suckers can generate
forces sufficient to cavitate the water contained within the
lumen. Thus, the realistic limit of attachment force is
the pressure at which cavitation would occur. Simulated
acetabulum expansion stops just below the pressure required
to cavitate the fluid contained within it (−27 mPa relative to
ambient (Kier and Smith 1990)). Exceeding the cavitation
pressure would remove adhesion in an artificial sucker as in
octopus suckers, and external forces then become necessary

‘pop’ suckers free from surfaces to which they are attached
(Smith 1996).

With the object surface attached to the sucker,
manipulation of the attached surface can proceed by
antagonistic lengthening and shortening of the opposing
extrinsic muscles. These muscles connect the sphincter rim to
the overlying arm that is modeled as a series of fixed points in
space. These movements are produced under length control of
the muscles. This assumes a type of proprioceptive feedback
that has not yet been demonstrated in the octopus. We will
focus here on the process of attachment although manipulation
abilities also have been developed for the ABSAMS sucker
simulation.

2.2.3. The grasping task. Our object oriented programming
approach allowed us to utilize our model muscular hydrostat
cylinder and cube elements as objects for the sucker model
to attach to in the simulated space. As noted above
ABSAMS objects can be instantiated in arbitrary geometries:
of spherical, cylindrical or 3D rectangular shapes; we can
place them in arbitrary locations in the simulation space; we
can specify their physical properties like density and mass.
Once instantiated in the simulation space the forces applied
to them by the MHU sucker assembly are resolved according
to the same rules as other objects in the space for translations
and rotations as a result of applied forces. As objects in the
space they are passive elements of the simulation, acted upon
but not acting, maintaining their base geometry throughout a
given simulation.

For the grasping tasks we placed a 1 m diameter work
surface in the simulation space. This was one of the flat faces
of 1 m diameter cylinder of length (height) 1 cm. It was rigidly
fixed in place by anchor nodes so that the collision of muscular
hydrostat unit assemblies or objects would not alter its position
or orientation.
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We centered our model sucker over this work surface. We
placed objects of various sizes and geometries directly beneath
the sucker for the sucker to attempt to lift. These objects were
free to translate and rotate under the action of forces applied by
the artificial sucker. We placed rounded cylinders beneath the
sucker to test seal formation on a curved surface and varied the
radius of curvature. Naturally, the ability of the rim to match
surface contour is limited by the number of muscular hydrostat
units used in the sucker rim in a way that it is not limited in
the octopus sucker rim. Models with more muscular hydrostat
units in their rims could conform to more complex surfaces.
We did not require continuous contact along the entire length of
a muscular hydrostat unit which is a more realistic indicator of
seal formation. We placed various rectangular objects beneath
the sucker and varied their mass to test the load capacity of the
sucker assemblies. The sucker was placed a height over the
object that put the extended rim within the range of the object
but that did not touch it at the start of a task.

3. Results

The octopus sucker model was capable of seal formation and
able to attach to and lift objects under a variety of conditions.
Cylinders with a radius of curvature less than the length of one
of the rim muscular hydrostat units could not be sealed to the
rim because the rigidity of the individual muscular hydrostat
units prevented them from appropriate deformation. However,
at curvatures slightly less than this, the sucker rim conformed
to the curvature with little difficulty. (In alternative sucker
designs, approaching the continuum limit, good mechanical
seals to curved surfaces with smaller radii of curvature could
be realized with rims composed of more segments than the
six segments.) For curvatures approaching the length of a rim
muscular hydrostat unit, the rim stretching its springs at points
of stress and strain, showed a remarkable ability to passively
conform: as the sucker pressed the surface complete contact
by all rim units was obtained. This is an attractive property
for artificial suckers and a likely mode of operation in octopus
suckers.

On trials when we tested the sucker with a cylindrical
object placed off-axis from the long axis of the sucker, we
observed that the contact forces often translated or rotated the
object into positions that further facilitate completion of the
seal formation. As the infundibulum advanced downward,
the points of first contact were typically with portions of the
cylinder that were highest. As the sucker rim continued to
advance it folded over the lower surfaces of the object. When
this produced asymmetries of force the object was rotated or
translated to balance these forces with the result that the object
was moved to one axis of symmetry of the sucker.

Seal formation on objects that presented flat to the sucker
was completely effective when the surface was horizontal as
was a seal formation on surfaces with gentle tilts (<30◦) from
horizontal.

Once a seal was formed, the simulated sucker was able
to lift the objects via the action of the acetabulum cap and
extrinsic muscles. The simulated octopus sucker could lift
loads of up to 0.5 kg a distance of 5 mm and hold them

indefinitely. Object loads higher than 0.5 kg produced
instability in the sucker that leads to the loss of the seal and
of the adhesive force. This instability has several sources that
will be treated in the discussion.

Simulations with suckers of the same geometric design
but scaled to a size of 13 cm showed that the ability to
attach and lift objects scaled with the increased size. The
larger interior infundibular cross-sections can produce greater
adhesion forces at the same acetabulum-generated internal
pressure. (Uniform force per unit area over a larger area is
greater force.) So by scaling the size of the sucker upward,
the sucker was able to lift and hold masses of about 20 kg.
However, larger masses than this again caused instability that
caused the sucker to lose its seal on the object. We expect
that this instability will be pushed to even higher loads in
suckers constructed with higher spring stiffness, but have not
yet investigated this possibility. We expect such a change
in spring stiffness to also change the dynamics of the sucker
operation at all levels and not just its load-bearing capacity.

Simulations with this larger sucker design run with
parameters adjusted to the bulk modulus and the density of
air as the fluid medium demonstrated that operation of such
a sucker in air is feasible. Simulations with model suckers
using parameters for electro-active polymer force generation
replacing octopus muscle and rubber replacing collagen also
demonstrated the ability to translate these principles into
operating suckers of larger size than octopus suckers and in
air. The strongest lift was supplied by the artificial muscles
operating in air with a value of 8.2 kg. This is close to the
weight that would be supported in the ideal, and unattainable,
condition of perfect vacuum within the lumen against 1
atmosphere ambient pressure.

These larger suckers, however, were not able to hold these
loads in place indefinitely. In general, they suffered from
a dynamic instability that resulted from the lifting process
itself. The upward pull of the object was vigorous and rapid,
imparting considerable momentum to the object. Thus when
the object was lifted upward it collided with the muscular
hydrostat units above and transmitted a wave of collisions up
the chain of muscular hydrostat units that terminated at the
rigidly fix arm. The reflection of this wave back from the arm
surface toward the object produced motions in the individual
muscular hydrostat units that deformed the sucker and caused
the loss of the seal and the adhesive force. So, while these
larger suckers were able to lift larger loads, the duration of
that hold was less than 1 s. This is a result of the rigid anchor
nodes we used to hold the model sucker. In the real octopus
arm or robot this instability might happen if the arm were held
rigidly in place and were in a stiffened state. In a natural
situation the soft octopus (or robot) arm would absorb some of
energy of this wave and reflect only a small portion back. In
future, more realistic, simulations with ABSAMS the use of
more realistic anchor points with the ability to absorb energy
will certainly resolve this difficulty.

4. Discussion

Sucker attachment systems are available commercially and
have found broad application in a variety of industries. These
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technologies suffer from two limitations. First, their adhesive
force depends on the availability of a vacuum generator to
produce and maintain useful attachment. This means that
they are noisy and not very portable both of which can be
undesirable in some applications. Second, the surface is a
cup of fixed shape. This means that attachment quality for a
variety of surfaces requires changing to a cup that matches the
surface geometry. The octopus sucker system is an existence
proof that a single solution is possible to both these problems.
The studies reported here are aimed at the development of
octopus-inspired suckers that utilize local pressure generation
in a compact system and have a conformable rim that adapts to
the surface dynamically. The steps toward these goals and the
capabilities are made clearer by the results of our simulations.

First, though it is possible to make suckers larger than
octopus suckers, and it is true that the attachment force will
increase with the size of the sucker, the limits of the
attachment strength of artificial suckers are determined by
the fluid medium in which they operate. In water the limit
is the cavitation pressure of water that is approximately 2
atmospheres (Smith 1996). This is a considerable adhesion
force that accounts for the strength of the octopus’s grasp.
One of the contributions of these studies is to demonstrate the
feasibility of translating the principles of octopus sucker design
to in-air operation. In air the ideal highest pressure attainable
is about 1 atmosphere (at sea level), which is the pressure
difference between atmospheric pressure and a pure vacuum.
For a closed volume design following the octopus sucker it
is impossible to achieve a vacuum in the lumen. This places
the theoretical limit of about 9 kg on suckers about 20 cm in
diameter. This means, for example, that single closed-design
suckers cannot attach to and hold automobiles against the force
of gravity. The gains in attachment strength with increased
sucker size approach asymptote above this size so it appears
that single in-air octopus-inspired artificial suckers will find
utility mostly in reversibly lifting and moving relatively small
objects. This limitation can be overcome, as the octopus and
commercial vacuum driven suckers do, by employing arrays of
suckers to the extent that the geometry of the sucker delivery
device permits.

Second, although the modular approach of using many
muscular hydrostat units brings unique benefits of the octopus
design it poses two important limitations on what we can learn
from the simulation. Firstly, the muscular hydrostat concept
depends on the bulk modulus of the fluid and tissue contained
within the muscular hydrostat unit. For our simulations, this is
such a hard constraint that we must simulate at a time step of
1 × 10−9 s in order to keep the shape changes smooth (to avoid
numerical instability). Simulation time steps larger than these
cause the units to ‘ring’ and induce destabilizing oscillations
throughout the interconnected muscular hydrostat units that
would never occur in real physical systems. Although this
permits the exploration of realistic dynamics in muscular
hydrostat unit systems, it makes the actual run time of
simulations impractically slow and limits the number of
elements that can be used in such simulations. Secondly,
the instability of the larger suckers used in the simulations
that resulted under load was partially a consequence of the

unrealistic rigidity of the muscular hydrostat unit models we
used. Although our muscular hydrostat units retain their shape
as they resize and collide, real soft muscular hydrostat units
will deform under the action of local pressure. Including
deformable muscular hydrostat units would also increase
the computational load and dramatically increase simulation
duration. Both of these limitations point to advantages to be
had from studying muscular hydrostat units implemented in
robots rather than simulations. Studies of isolated biological
muscular hydrostat units (in Sherington’s sense of motor units
(Kandel et al 1991, p 15)) also present substantial technical
challenges that might be clarified, and hopefully simplified,
by studies with artificial muscular hydrostat units.

Vidyanathan et al (2000) implemented a muscular
hydrostat robot that was capable of inch-worm locomotion.
The effectors used in this robot were bags of fluid that were
reshaped by externally placed shape-memory-alloy contractile
elements. A similar effort that parallels the ABSAMS
simulations can be imagined using muscular hydrostat units
with their contractile elements located inside. They could be
connected, as in the simulations reported here, into assemblies
held together with connective rubber or other suitable materials
to match the geometry of the sucker. Electro-magnets
attached to the interior of the muscular hydrostat unit could
be used to produce contractions along fixed dimensions that
would result in controlled shape changes. Graded control of
electromagnetic force would permit graded geometry change
of the individual muscular hydrostat unit and through a
network of connective elements the entire robot. Such
implementations when studied would provide the physics ‘for
free’ and avoid the numerical simulation issues that limit
our use of the simulations above. The domain of muscular
hydrostat unit systems is one of those research areas in which
simulation cannot completely replace robot implementation in
terms of lessons learned about the basic control principles. The
high degrees of freedom and large numbers of interacting parts
make it difficult, if not impossible, to decide a priori which
physical assumptions are essential for accurate simulation.

However, important progress in the short term can be made
in the direction of control systems within the simulations. The
control of the suckers employed here was admittedly simple.
We suspect it leads to the difficulties in holding larger objects
with larger suckers by accelerating the grasped objects too
quickly. The all-or-none control we used with the larger
suckers produced larger forces than were necessary. These
in turn accelerated the mass to be moved much faster than was
necessary with the consequence that the kinetic energy of the
system was forced to rapid dissipation through the structure
of the sucker. The use of sub–sub maximal muscle activation
and careful timing of the sequence of muscular hydrostat unit
activation offer the resolution of practical issues for suckers,
robots and general control of multi-muscular hydrostat unit
systems. Regardless of the implementation of multi-muscular
hydrostat unit systems in robots to deal with the computational
realities of simulation, the study of these control issues will
yield important insights into problems of hyper-redundant
control already solved by the octopus.

The neural control of octopus suckers in particular and
cephalopod muscular hydrostats in general, has been the
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subject of a small amount of research. It is not known whether
graded or all or none control is employed at the level of
biological muscular hydrostat units. Evidence for parallel
channels of all-or-none and graded response has been found
for squid mantle muscle (Gilly et al 1996) but similar studies of
sucker control have not been undertaken. The role of the nerve
roots in controlling the motions of the isolated octopus arm has
recently been studied (Gutfreund et al 2006). The patterns of
activation found there agree with the motor unit concept in
that the whole muscular hydrostat is not activated by electrical
stimulation of the nerve but only local regions. Overall,
however, the study of the neural mechanisms of control in
muscular hydrostat systems is a fundamental area of basic
research that will provide new control mechanisms. Given
the difficulties of studying muscular hydrostats and muscular
hydrostat units in situ it is not surprising that simulation
studies have proven important in providing insights in the
mechanisms by which actuation is realized and control is
exerted (Gutfreund et al 1996, 1998, 2006, Sumbre et al 2001,
2006, Walker et al 2006, Liang et al 2006). Until some major
methodological advance that permits direct study of individual
muscular hydrostats and muscular hydrostat units in situ (and
in isolation) becomes available it is likely that simulation will
continue to play a key role in developing our understanding of
their control and coordination.

The remarkable flexibility of octopus arms, elephant
trunks and other biological muscular hydrostat systems has
generated considerable excitement as a source of inspiration
for continuum robotics and new technologies. As a result
many previous models of muscular hydrostat systems have
aimed at capturing the flexibility of muscular hydrostats;
their ability to form an arbitrary number of ‘joints’ at
arbitrary locations and that bend in arbitrary directions.
Our simulation approach emphasized the impact of local
control, non-homogenous muscular hydrostat components
and non-isotropic arrangements of connective tissue on
muscular hydrostat system functions that are constrained in
direction rather than arbitrary. The octopus sucker was a
natural biological structure to model for this purpose: in
it several muscular hydrostats, of different sizes and spatial
arrangements that act in temporal coordination to provide
directed actuation on objects in the world. Our simulation
led us to several insights about how this directed coordination
is achieved. Observations of the role of the model sucker
sphincter played in dynamically stabilizing the interaction
of the acetabulum and infundibulum during the adhesion
cycle is important in providing an indication of the kinds of
structural specializations that may be required of muscular
hydrostat systems to permit them to make controlled contact
with physical surfaces. As the study of biological muscular
hydrostats and their function matures we are likely to find
more examples of these task-specific adaptations of muscular
hydrostats in biology and with them new schemes for the
control and coordination of actuation and behavior.
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